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This is a companion article to A EIOU in Order (Word Ways 98037 with additions in 98115 and 
99262). It lists words in which the five vowels each occur once, in reverse alphabetical order. A 
few of these words have appeared in Dmitri Borgmann ' s Language on Vacation and/or in Word 
Ways, but the majority of them will be new to readers. 
REFERENCES 
ABDF = Ainsworth and Bibby's Dictionary of the Fungi 7th Ed., Hawksworth, Sutton & Ainsworth, 
Commonwealth Mycological Society 1983 BT = Bloomsbury Thesaurus 1993 
DFPF = A Dictionary of the Flowering Plants and Ferns by J.c. Willis, 7th Ed. CUP 1966 
EP = The Encyclopedia of Paleontology ed. Rhodes and Jablonski, Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross Inc. 1979 
GALE = Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia vol. 13 1972 NZ = Nomenclator Zooologicus 
OED = Oxford English Dictionary 2nd Ed., headwords, variant forms and text words including citations 
Sted = Stedman's Medical Dictionary Web2/3 = Webster's 2nd 13rd Editions 
A greater percentage of both AEIOU, and UOIEA, words is to be found in NZ than in any other 
single source. Of these, UOIEA words form the larger absolute percentage. Conversely, the 
percentage of the AEIOU words found in the OED is twice that ofthe UOIEA words. 
Both sets of words have a limited number of different endings, -US and -ELLA being the most 
common endings for AElOU, and UOIEA, words, respectively. This limited number of endings 
is reflected in the small number of different final letters to be found in both sets of words. 
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- OUSLY 7% 
- other 6% 
H(I), M, N, S, U and Y 
UOIEA words 
104 
See list of UOIEA words below 
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other 21% 
A, L, N, Sand Y 
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LI T OF UOIEA WORD 
7 LEITERS 
SUOIDEA - a superfamily of pig-like mammals (GALE) 
8 LEITERS 
CUBOIDEA (Sted) 
GRUOIDEA - birds (EP) 
MUROIDEA - mammals (Web3) 
SULOIDEA - birds (EP) 
9 LEITERS 
BULBOIDEA (Sted) 
CUBOTINEA - moth (NZ) 
MUSCOIDEA - flies (Web3) 
QUOTIDEAN (OED - see 'miserere') 
UMBOIELLA - bug (NZ) 
10 LEITERS 
CRUSTOIDEA - graptolite (EP) 
CUDONIGERA - moth (NZ) 
DUOMITELLA - butterfly (NZ) 
DUSORMIDEA - crustacean (NZ) 
FUSOIDELLA - mollusc (NZ) 
JUDOMIELLA - trilobite (NZ) 
LUZONIELLA - bug (NZ) 
PRUNOIDEAN (OED - see 'prunoid') 
PUTONIELLA - a bug and a fly (NZ) 
RUFOGRISEA (OED - see 'brush' n.) 
TUBOMIXDEA - mite (NZ) 
USSOVIELLA - mollusc (NZ) 
II LEITERS 
BRUNONIELLA - family Acanthaceae (DFPF) 
BUTOVICELLA - mollusc (NZ) 
CRUNOBIELLA - caddis fly (NZ) 
DUPONTIELLA - beetle (NZ) 
HUTTONIELLA - millipede and crustacean (NZ) 
PULMONIFERA (OED - see 'pulrnoniferoll a.) 
QUODLIBETAL (OED) 
RUDOLFIELLA - family Orchidaceae (DFPF) 
RUSPOLIELLA - bug and (NZ and ADBF) 
SUFFODIENDA (OED - ee 'sow' n.) 
UROCICLELLA - mite (NZ) 
UROPLITELLA - mite (NZ) 
12 LEITERS 
BUBNOFFIELLA - bryozoan (NZ) 
BUHROMYI LLA - fly (NZ) 
CUSTODIENDA (OED - ee 'tolly' n.) 
HUMBLOTIELLA- family ind oeo en FPF 
JULODI H MA - beetle (NZ) 
LUBBO KIELLA - springlnil (N ) 
PLUMO IN ELLA - pringloil (NZ) 
QUODLIBETARY ( D) 
UBPOPLIT AL ( I d) 
TURB NI . LLA - l1lollu 
UNO IDENTA (W b ) 
FUSOIDEA - mollusc (NZ) 
JULOIDEA - millipedes (Web2 
PUPOIDEA - mollusc (NZ) 
TUBOID A - graptolite (NZ) 
CRUROID EA (OED - see 'attachment') 
LUDOVI EA - family Olacaceae DFP 
PRUNOIDEA - (OED - ee 'prunoid a 
TURBOIDEA - mollu c Z 
CUDONI LLA - fungu (ABDF 
DUOLIT RAL (0 D) 
DURONI LLA - grasshopper Z 
DUTOIT LLA - crustacean Z 
HURONI LLA - mollusc Z) 
JULOID LA - beetle Z) 
MU ONI LLA - orthopleran Z 
PUNGOI LLA - dadd -long-legs Z 
PUTON I A - bug Z) 
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13 LEITERS 
CRUSSOLICERAS - mollusc (NZ) 
HUMBOLDTIELLA -family Leguminosae (DFPF) 
SCHUBOTZIELLA - annelid worm (NZ) 
SULCOMITRELLA - mollusc (NZ) 
UNCONTINENTAL (OED) 
UNPOLICEMANL Y (OED) 
14 LEITERS 





SUBCONTINENT ALLY (BT) 
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CUL TRORIBELLA - mite (NZ) 
RUTKOWSKI ELLA - sponge (NZ) 
SUBCOCCINELLA - beetle (NZ) 
SUNDHOLMIELLA - wasp (NZ) 
UNFORGIVEABLY (OED) 
PULCHROPPIELLA - mite (NZ) 
UBPOPLITEALL Y (Sted) 
The prize for the longest UOIEA word goes to the 17-letter PUNCTOSCHMIDTELLA, 
a crustacean and , purists note, it does NOT have a letter Y! 
